
3. Wellness
LET GO...  AND FIND 

YOUR TRUE NATURE

Whether you are contemplative, active, or both, 

you come on a winter sports holiday to enjoy your-

self! What greater opportunity than a holiday in Arc 

1950 Le Village to harmonise body and spirit?

Top-quality wellness and fitness equipment is freely 

accessible in each of the resort’s residences. For 

a supremely serene experience, the Deep Nature 

Spa Arc 1950 invites you to try its unique mineral 

universe, with views of the majestic Mont Blanc.



Recharge your batteries without leaving your residence
Arc 1950 Le Village is designed to offer a refined mountain experience. In this spirit, all the residences have 

free access to leisure facilities: indoor and outdoor swimming pools, Jacuzzis and Turkish baths. To stay in 

shape, make the most of the fitness rooms in each of the residences with fun, intuitive modules at your 

disposal

SPA with a view of the giant of the Alps: Mont Blanc

There are numerous experiences in Arc 1950, but you will find this one quite original. There are Spas 

with a sea view, but we have one that overlooks Mont-Blanc, the most spectacular mountain in the 

Alps.

The ambiance of the Deep Nature SPA Arc 1950 lives up to the splendour of Mont Blanc, with its 

1 000 m2 unique and grandiose mineral world: fun pools, theme grottos, a Turkish bath, sauna, mul-

ti-sensorial showers, a Norwegian shower, footbaths, a relaxation room, facials and body treatments 

for adults and children, massages…

This winter, the Deep Nature SPA Arc 1950 has created:

. personalised “Signature” massages that are even more relaxing and invigorating,

. a new range of natural “Deep Nature Skin Care” products with free discovery sessions open to all 

once a week. 
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